Quador offer a wide range of analogue and digital
time switches and accessories.

About Theben:
Theben started with the first staircase time switch
developed by the company founder Paul Schwenk back
in 1921, and continues today with Presence and Motion
Detectors. Theben is proud to have made a significant
contribution towards the development and ever growing
success of the worldwide standard KNX.
The Theben name can boast an excellent reputation on a
worldwide scale. The company has long been
represented in over 60 countries around the globe.
Alongside Germany, the group has its own subsidiaries in
France, Great Britain, Italy, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Finland, Sweden, Singapore and Australia.
The foundations of this success lie in the expertise of
Theben’s employees who are responsible for the
innovation and high quality of their products. Among
them are bestsellers like the staircase time switch ELPA
or the theben-timer; over 30 million of each have
shipped over the decades. This also includes the
invention of the Presence Detector in 1992 and the
numerous rail-mounted devices in the top 2 range, with
which Theben has become a market leader. In addition,
Theben has set an example time and again in the area of
KNX systems. However, first and foremost is the fact
that Theben have as a consequence purposefully
developed and expanded on their core competencies:
• Time, light and climate control.
• Presence and motion detectors, spotlights.
• Home and building control.
• Smart Energy.

Analogue Time Switches. DIN Rail Mounted:
Time Switch Options:
1, 2 or 4 channels.
Daily, weekly or Astro program.
Battery backup.
GPS
SYN160A
SUL180A

MEM190A

SYN161D
SUL181D
SUL191W

Analogue Time Switches. Panel / Wall Mounted:

THE64B

THE64B20

THE64C
THE64CQ

SUL289G

Digital Time Switches. Din Rail Mounted:

TR608top2
TR609top2
SEL175top2

TR641top2 / RC
TR642top2 / RC

TR644top2 / RC

Digital Time Switches. Panel / Wall Mounted:

TR635top2
TR636top2
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TR610top3
TR612top3
SEL170top3
SEL172top3

TR611top3 / RC
TR622top3
SEL171top3RC
SEL174top3

